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OEM 48W Sun5 nail lamp with 24 pcs LED beads 

Wholesale sun5 nail lamp OEM manufacturer stock 48watts and total 24 pcs of bulbs set 
in machine.It’s great quality and popular design makes this item also Sunone lamp 
become to largest quantity models in wholesale market. It has huge LED display to show 
time clearly when user doing a nail art drying knows time clearly, Also a conceal design 
make screen hard to crack as it sets inner. This lamp has a stand as well for landing 
different places like somewhere not clean you can still put it on, ‘cause the stand is easy 
to separate,wash,no electricity. Innovation, excellent and reliability are the core values of 
our company. These principles today much more than ever form the basis of our success 
as an internationally active mid-size business for 2019 wholesale price China 48W Gel 
Nail Polish Dryer with 4 Timers Sun5 Nail Lamp, Top quality will be the key factor with 
the company to stand out from other competitors. Seeing is Believing, want more data? 
Just trial on its merchandise! 2019 wholesale price China UV Lamp and Nail Dryer price, 
Our continual availability of high grade products in combination with our excellent pre-
sale and after-sales service ensures strong competitiveness in an increasingly globalized 
market. welcome new and old customers from all walks of life to contact us for future 
business relationships and mutual success! 

 

Sun5 Nail Lamp 

Wholesale sun5 nail lamp OEM manufacturer stock 

48watts and total 24 pcs of bulbs set in machine.It’s 

great quality and popular design makes this item 

also Sunone lamp become to largest quantity 

models in wholesale market. It has huge LED 

display to show time clearly when user doing a nail 

art drying knows time clearly, Also a conceal design 

make screen hard to crack as it sets inner. This lamp 

has a stand as well for landing different places like 

somewhere not clean you can still put it on, ‘cause 

the stand is easy to separate,wash,no electricity. 
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It is one of nail tools nail dryer for regular polish,LED UV lamp set including: 
1. Lamp 

2. Power code 

3. Manual 

4. Bottom plate 

5. Infrared sensor 

6. Timer screen 

7. 10s 30s 60s timer,and low heat mode 

8. Power port 

1. Product Introduction of OEM 48W Sun5 nail lamp with 

24 pcs LED beads 

Features: 
*365nm+405nm dual light source, dry all phototherapy glue 
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*The manicure lamp with a large space, bake your hands together, there is no dead 
corner in the bake 

*Removable bottom plate, easy to roast feet 

*This is the one with the most lamp beads (24 pcs), the highest power (48W), and it dries 
super fast! 

*The appearance design is high-end and texture, the first choice for professional nail 
shops 

*SUN5 is the second generation of smart, it will automatically reduce the power when the 
temperature rises, which can prevent hot hands 

*Super high CP value, lamp bead life is 50,000 hours, no need to replace lamp bead~ 

*The phototherapy machine has 10S/30S/60S for you to choose regularly, and there is a 
new mode of 99S painless nail art, no memory function! 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of OEM 48W Sun5 

nail lamp with 24 pcs LED beads 

wavelength 
365+405nm for nail gels 

purpose 
Manufacturer Sun5 

Sale type Wholesale sunuv nail light 
OEM and 

ODM 

Packing,Logo,painting 

etc 

3. User manual of OEM 48W Sun5 nail lamp with 24 pcs 

LED beads 

-Connect to the power cord , and then plug in. 

-Press the On/Olf button for about 2s to turn on/offthe lamp. 

-You may set the curing time by pressing the related timers (10s, 30s, 60s, 99s). When 
low heat mode is applied, the power is increasing gradually, to ease the pain caused by 
the cure. 

-Press the timer button during the cure, the timer will be reset. 

-Put your fingers under the lamp, and it triggers the infrared sensor to start the curing 
process. The default process lasts for 120s. 

-Press 10s, 30s or 60s button, the timer goes countdown; Press 99s button or when 
infrared sensor is triggered, the timer goes count up. 
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Product name OEM Sun5 fast curing lamp 

Leds 24 bulbs 

Wired or wireless With ac adapter 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number Sun5 Five generation 

Color White 

Output 100-240Vac 50/60Hz 1A 
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Product size 220mm x 195mm x 105mm 

Warning 

1. Please read through this User Manual carefully and keep it properly. 

2. Please make sure the input voltage meets the requirements of the product. 

3. Keep away from water or high humidity. 

4. Do not allow debris or any types of liquid into the product, or a malfunction may occur. 

5. When timer doesn, t work, stop using the product. 

6. When not in use, please unplug. 

7. Please apply neutral detergent for cleansing purposes. Make sure it is turned off and 
unplugged. 

8. Do not keep the machine working continuously for over 600s, otherwise it may reduce 
its lifespan. 

9. It is recommended that curing time for base gel and color gel should not exceed 60s, 
and that of top coat should not exceed 90s. 

10. Do not use gels that are not compatible with the product. 

11. Apply proper maintenance may extend the lifespan. 

12. Not suitable for people who are sensitive to UV, under certain medication or who 
require special care. 

13. damaged adapter must be replaced to avoid risk. Please contact your dealer 
regarding this matter. 
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4. Product Details of OEM 48W Sun5 nail lamp with 24 pcs 

LED beads 

*Can quickly dry all nail polish glue/phototherapy glue/extending glue/Barbie glue 

*LCD screen display, countdown timer baking glue 

*Two in one, both hands and feet can be used 

5. Product Qualification of OEM 48W Sun5 nail lamp with 

24 pcs LED beads 

12 month.SunUV nail dryer has CE ROHS FCC certifications that quality has been tested 
by QC carefully.It’s quality very perfect and never had big issues in the past.We take 
responsibility to defective items and provide replacement service. 
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6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of OEM 48W Sun5 nail 

lamp with 24 pcs LED beads 

Delivery: Plane/Air, Boat/Sea 

Deliver time: 1-15 days 

Price item: FOB 

 

7. FAQ of OEM 48W Sun5 nail lamp with 24 pcs LED beads 

Are you a wholesaler or distributor? 
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We are manufacturer wholesale nail lamps and OEM all kinds of nail dryer.Provide ODM 
logo color OEM to all buyers if you need adjust product. 

Can you ship to Europe? How is shipping cost? 
We can ship to EU and shipping cost under shipping agent fees, We give package to 
them to process to your country. 
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